Syllables
LO: To split words into syllables

Success Criteria:

• I know what a syllable is

• I can identify syllables in words

• I can use syllables to help me to spell longer words.
What is a syllable?

Syllables are chunks or beats of sound.
How many syllables in this word?

sit

one syllable
How many syllables in this word?

play

one syllable
How many syllables in this word?

happy

two syllables
How many syllables in this word?

seven

two syllables
How many syllables in this word?

triangle

three syllables
How many syllables in this word?

purple

two syllables
How many syllables in this word?

totally

three syllables
How many syllables in this word?

experiment

four syllables
How many syllables in this word?

hopeless

two syllables
How many syllables in this word?

everywhere

three syllables
Which word has 3 syllables?

INCORRECT
A lovely

INCORRECT
B fire

CORRECT
C happily

INCORRECT
D fox
Which word has 2 syllables?

**INCORRECT**

A. car

B. candle

C. sun

D. completely

**CORRECT**
Which word has 2 syllables?

INCORRECT
A sunglasses

INCORRECT
B somewhere

INCORRECT
C hopefully

INCORRECT
D dog
Which word has 3 syllables?

A. because
B. expected
C. flower
D. like
THE END